Offering Overview

Optimize defenses with
proven threat prevention,
detection and response
DXC Intelligent Security Operations
Protect your enterprise, safeguard critical assets, manage
potential threats and increase enterprise visibility with worldclass intelligent security services
Benefits
• Rapidly reduce time to detect
threats.
• Understand threat scope with
proactive identification.
• Achieve the optimum return on
investment from your security
spending.
• Identify mitigation strategies to
improve defenses.
• Ensure security visibility
across your enterprise with an
intelligence-driven approach

As cyberthreats become more frequent and
sophisticated, enterprises must find the
best security solutions to prevent attacks,
minimize impacts and aggressively respond
to and remediate threats. Despite massive
investments, security operations are failing
to evolve as quickly as adversaries and
confront four core challenges:
• Cyberthreats are more sophisticated.
Cybercrime is one of the most lucrative
‘industries’ on the black market. CSIS
estimates global cybercrime costs up to
$600 billion annually.1
• Regulatory pressures including new
privacy rules are increasing cost
and complexity.
• Skills gap is widening. Finding, hiring,
training and retaining skilled employees
is getting harder, with the job market
for cybersecurity professionals facing
ongoing shortages.
• Security response capabilities are
key to protecting operations, IP and
brand reputation. Quickly responding to
attacks and adapting to the changing
threat landscape are imperatives for
effective enterprise security operations.

Intelligent security operations defend
against evolving threats
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DXC Intelligent Security Operations
includes comprehensive advisory and
managed security services to mitigate
breaches and help you fully understand the
threats you face. Our services range from

threat intelligence, monitoring and threat
detection to threat hunting and incident
response, ethical hacking and vulnerability
management, and executive protection
services.
With a proactive approach, DXC provides
the forensic and analytical skills - helping
you deal successfully with complex security
issues.
When a security event occurs, DXC uses
incident-triggered analysis to determine
the full extent of the breach. Incident
responders and forensics experts enable
a rapid response and minimal business
impact, quickly locating any compromised
device, containing the threat and rapidly
returning you to normal operations
24/7/365.
To keep up with continuously changing
threats, security operations must become
intelligent, constantly adapting to counter
adversaries. To support this DXC provides:
• Efficient incident detection and
response. Our best-practice services
provide defenses, detection and
response to threats, minimizing the
impact on your business, including
breach-related regulatory fines and
financial damage.
• Digital forensics specialists. We provide
24/7/365 forensic capabilities, ensuring
minimal adversary dwell time.
• Security monitoring solutions. We help
rapidly identify threats for all delivery
models, whether in-house, hybrid or fully
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outsourced. DXC’s Security Monitoring
offers a comprehensive platform for
detection, analytics, threat intelligence
and expert analysts to give you the
ability to access and assess your data in
real time.
• Threat and Vulnerability Management
solutions. We help you effectively
identify, manage and mitigate
vulnerabilities, enabling your
enterprise to implement a vulnerability
management strategy.
• Cyberattack simulation. This ethical
hacking service resolves questions such
as, “Could a threat group steal designs
for our latest product?” or “Could an
organized crime group identify our
financial transfer process?”
• Threat intelligence and threat hunting
services. Our specialized threat hunters
help identify and target advanced
threats and attacks, minimize downtime
and prepare for improved responses.

Access expert resources and
methodologies
DXC’s advisory-led model provides your
enterprise with:
• Elite security operations professionals
• The vast knowledge of our strategists
and deep technical specialists
• Support from 3500+ security
professionals with deep specializations
including penetration testing,
vulnerability management, SOC
analytics, forensic investigation
and threat intelligence. DXC’s ethical

hacking experts are accredited with
the highest government and industry
standards groups, including the
Council for Registered Ethical Security
Testers (CREST) and Certified Ethical
Hacker (CEH).
• DXC’s proprietary threat intelligence and
realistic simulation attacks, emulating
threat actors that concern you most.
DXC’s intelligence-driven approach:
• Helps proactively find known threats
and hunt unknown threats, enabling
identification of threat actors who have
penetrated your enterprise’s network.
• Ensures our experts apply specialize
techniques, combined with DXC’s
proprietary threat intelligence data
derived from operating 12 SOCs and
responding to scores of large-scale
incidents annually.
• Employs behavior analytics allowing our
experts to identify indicators of malicious
activity and significantly reduce
attacker dwell time, reducing the risk of
data breaches.

Rely on DXC expertise
Partnering with DXC offers distinct
advantages to help organizations compete
in the digital economy including:
• Security professionals with deep
specialities including SOC analysis,
forensic investigation and intelligence
• Advisors with minimum of 5 to 10 years of
experience at the highest security levels

• NSA-accredited expertise in Cyber
Incident Response Assistance (CIRA) for
the National Security Cyber Assistance
Program (NSCAP)
• Forensic investigators experienced
with civil and criminal digital
forensic litigation
• A vendor-agnostic approach, which
means DXC is not limited by any one
technology but can work with best-inclass technology providers to deliver
optimal security results

Choose the best security partner
With a global workforce of highly
experienced security professionals, DXC is
an industry leader in enterprise security.
Our advisory-first approach reduces risk
and our analytics drive advanced detection,
so you can count on DXC for comprehensive
security services with a flexible consumption
model to meet your needs.
Learn more by requesting a whiteboard
session with our expert advisory team to
identify pain points and requirements.
Explore our extensive portfolio and
leveraging our advisors to understand how
DXC can help your security operations
evolve.
Contact us at www.dxc.technology/
contact_us to find out how our security
solutions help you reduce risks.

Learn more at
dxc.technology/security
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